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introduction
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The subject matter of this photo essay is the phenomenon of queueing in our culture and
how it is a social norm. Our inspiration is sourced from our own experiences. Having lived
in large cities including Hong Kong, Taipei and New York, lining up for goods and services
is a daily occurrence. We have all experienced first hand the frustrations and boredom
from being in line, the excitement when it is almost our turn and the anger when someone
violates the social norm and cuts in front of us. As we have lived in different cities, we also
discussed the differences in “queuing culture” in different localities. What we aim to do is to
investigate and improve upon the social norm of queueing.

assumptions

Lines should be removed and if not, have
its wait time reduced whenever possible.
We believe that lining up is a huge waste of
time and cause of negative emotions.
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Cutting in line is a violation of social norm.

Queueing culture depends on local cultures
and customs.

RESEARCH
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I join the queue
We move up nicely
I ask the lady in front
What are we queuing for.
‘To join another queue,’
She explains.
‘How pointless,’ I say,
‘I’m leaving’, She points
To another long queue,
‘Then you must get in line.’
I join the queue,
We move up nicely.
R McGough, Blazing Fruite Selected Poems
1967-87 (Penguin, 1990)
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what is a queue?
To begin, we must first acknowledge
that the queue is really a social
norm. “Social Norms are the
normal, expected patterns of
behaviour which we ought to
follow in everyday life if we are
to be considered ‘normal...people
generally join the ends of queues
and those who push to the front
are criticised by other as behaving
improperly...”(Moore) Social norms
is the socially approved way
of behaving.
A queue, or a line is a service policy
whereby the request of services
and products from customers are
attended to in the order that they
arrived, without other biases or
preferences. The policy can be
employed when processing sales
orders, in determining restaurant
seating, at a taxi stand, purchasing
concert tickets etc. In most
developed nations, it is the standard
policy in which people wait for a
service that was not prearranged or
preplanned. First in First out means
that the first person to arrive will be
the first to be served and will also be
the first to leave. Another important
concept in queueing is Social Justice,
“as measured by adherence to (or
violate of) first in, first out (FIFO)”
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Social injustice

Slips and Skips
“Imagine you join a queue at time
zero. Another individual joins the
queue some time later, but enters
service before you. You have been
victimized by a slip… From the
point of view of the second arriving
customer, he has skipped over you.”
(Larson). Slips and skips can occur
within the queue, within the service
or both. “If B skips over A in queue
but A leaves service before B, then
because of B, A has experienced
a slip in queue, a skip in service
and neither a slip nor a skip for
the entire system” (Larson). Slips
are always a source of negative
emotions, and skips are a source of
positive emotions.
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Our assumption that reducing queue
waiting times as a priority may be
wrong. In people’s perception, the
“fear of social injustice can often
dominate queue waiting times.”
(Larson) Example: “an accomplished
management science consultant to
the fast food industry has reported
that customer satisfaction in certain
single-queue, Wendy’s restaurants
is higher than in many multi-queue
Burger King and McDonald's
restaurants averaging half the
queue waiting time as Wendy’s”
(Larson). This is because customers
prefer waiting longer in a line that
guarantees them FIFO as opposed
to a perceived ‘undisciplined’ multi
line situation with a high chance
of social injustice. Other examples
where efforts that are directed at
reducing queue delay ended up
exacerbating social injustice is
during immigration customs. When
lines become too long, additional
counters are opened and frequently
the last people in line are inclined
to rush to the new counters as the
people who are in the front of the
line have a lesser incentive as they
might lose their place. This end up
proximating a last come first
served process.

Captive Audience

Environment
A redesign of the environment can
sometimes alleviate the negative
emotions associated with queueing.
The Manhattan Savings Bank in
New York offers live entertainment
in the form of music provided by
pianists and organists. “Customers
no longer dread going to the bank
and waiting in line to execute their
financial transactions: they view
the time they spend in the lobby as
a positive and usually entertaining
experience.” (Larson)

We must acknowledge that queues
are essentially “captive audiences”
being trapped in line, there is a
big market in selling services in
the form of entertainment to these
people. Larsons calls these “streetlevel” entrepreneurs” The example
given are people selling flowers
are cleaning your windshield
while motorists are stuck in traffic
queues. The idea of changing
empty time into useful time is of
course the whole rationale of smart
phones. While waiting in a queue,
businessmen and women and carry
on with their daily business activities
through the smart phones.

politics and sociology of
the line
Leon Mann interestingly proposed that queues can be seen as a “miniature social system
faced with the problems of every social systems” (Mann) and reflects the cultural values of
egalitarianism and orderliness.
The specific case study that Mann studied extensively was the long overnight queue for
tickets in Melbourne, Australia to watch the world series of Australian rules football.

Tradition and Ritual
The queue became a kind of “cherished tradition or ritual” (Mann), queuers erected
shantytown of tents and caravans outside the stadium. When the conditions were
deemed unhygienic by the authorities, they banned tents and camping equipment
and prohibited the lighting of fires. Queueing was also not allowed outside the
stadium until twenty hours before ticket sales started. The result was the formation
of pre- queues, lining up for the main line. Melburnians not only started to tolerate
queues but actually seemed to be enjoying them. It was seen as a challenge and
excitement,. “Lining up to get tickets for the event, almost becomes an end in itself,
with its own intrinsic rewards and satisfactions.” (Mann). The mass media would
focus on these queuers and report them as being brave and hardy.
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Entrepreneurship
Then there were the professional queuers. “Groups of highly organized people hired at
a fee to wait and buy tickets or small-time operators who resell their two tickets to the
highest bidder” (Mann). Another “profession” that was invented with the giant queue
was “queue counters”. “The number of tickets of sale was publicized so there was a
possibility to make an accurate estimate of the chances of getting tickets if the person
had accurate information about his position in line.” (Mann) Queue counters were
boys who count the queue at regular intervals and for a fee they gave customers who
were in line an up-to-date information on the number of people ahead of them and
behind as well as news and gossip.

Serving time in queue
There is an unanimous willingness to respect the order of arrival and if everyone adhered
to that it made no sense for everyone to spend a night in the cold. However the dilemma
is if there was a large amount of early comers absent, the late comers, remaining to
protect the queue from outsiders will feel that their greater inputs of time and suffering
now outweigh the merits of early arrival and entitle them to the priority of service. This
is reflected by late comers burning the absent early comer’s ‘placeholder items’ if they
were away for too long. The solution was to formulate a shift system where a group
would rotate people in and out of queue to guard their spot. “Generally if a person is
willing to invest large amounts of time and suffering in an activity, people who believe
there should be an appropriate fit between effort and reward and will respect his right
to priority.
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Queue Jumping
“Since there is a great deal at stake, when police supervision was minimal, queues devised their
own solution to protect from queue jumpers. People in the middle of the queue worked together
to erect barricades from material left in the park. Keeping close interpersonal distance also serves
to maintain their territory in the face of would be intruders.” (Mann) Social pressure and shaming
was used as technique to deter any potential queue jumpers. Sometimes, self created policing
would occur. “In New York, at the weekly line for tickets to the Metropolitan Opera, an unofficial
‘ keeper of the list’ registers applicants in order of arrival, assigns numbers and checks names
when the queers appear for roll call every three hours.” (New Yorker. Jan 14, 1967). Another
phenomenon that occurs was queue jumping did not occur in the front of the queue as one would
expect but towards the back. People in the front had a tendency to come in groups and have a
strong communal bond and hence would be hard to infiltrate. Also cutting in front meant that
cutter jeopardised more people’s stake and hence there was a greater chance of concerted action.
The people at the end of line were much more fragmented. However a lot of times the queue
fails to act in unison to dismiss the queue jumper. Partly this is because the people in the front do
not care about pushing in which occurs behind them. They will only care if the queue jumping
becomes widespread since their position may be threatened by the latecomers who realize that the
entire line is vulnerable. There is a reluctance to pursue matters further where verbal abuse fails. If
physical action occurs and set off a widespread melee, the victim of queue jumping stands to lose
more than losing a few positions.

Queue as a social system
“In and around every queue there is a host of people: professionals and hire speculators, queue counters, custodians,
vigilantes, police and officials, performing a variety of queue related tasks… roles in the queue are drawn form and
are modeled by the institutional system of the larger society. The precise form of social organization, the sharing and
vision of labor inherent in the shifty system the prefered modes of policing the queue, the development of businesses
and ticket speculation, the notion that one must earn one’s place in line by spending time in it, even the very reason for
queuing itself, reflect the character of the surrounding society.” (Mann)
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INSIGHTS
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perception management

queue as a reflection of
society
As stated by Mann, the queue reflects the
basic equalitariumsim of our culture. In
the democratic society, the social norm of
the line is regarded as a democratic virtue
and it is served without reference to the
rank they hold in their occupational group.
The rich and poor alike are accorded
equal opportunity to buy and be waited
upon in the order of arrival. However the
existence of the priority line also reflects the
capitalistic aspect of our society. The rich
can pay to legally jump a queue.
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Our assumption that decreasing queue times
is always right was not exactly correct. In
the case of Houston airport, passengers
complained about lengthy baggage delays
after disembarking. The decrease of baggage
handling time to 7 minutes still did not solve
the problem. What was discovered was the
passengers who complained were priority
passengers who paid more to get off the
airplane first. They were unhappy as they
saw people who disembarked after them
leave the airport before them, even though
those people only had hand carry luggage
and possessed no check in luggage. The
solution was to place the luggage carousel
much further away so that the walking time
to it increased from 1 minute to 6 minutes.
The passengers now perceived the wait time
to be only 1 minute due to this deliberate
‘delay insertion’ and are satisfied.

making queue time useful
This insight is a form of perception
management. When people could make use
of their time in queues, then the time spent
waiting is considered no longer waited,
hence less negative feelings are generated.
With smartphones, people could work and
answer emails while waiting, their perceived
wait time will be much shorter respective

CONCEPTS AND CONCEPT SYSTEMS
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design goal
We aim to redistribute the time
spent waiting in line to time spent
doing social good such as charity
work; provide an incentive to do
social good and prioritize people
who do social good. As the line is
a reflection of our social values, we
hope to redesign the line and use it
as an instrument to influence society.
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concept system
We are introducing a system called KarmaQ which allows people to accumulate Karma
Points by doing social and charitable work. They can then spend Karma Points to get into
priority lines for various services i.e. concert tickets. In a way, the time they save by not
lining up in a normal line, was spent earlier doing charity work.

1. A KarmaQ heads to volunteer at
an animal shelter that is part of the
KarmaQ system.

2. He checks in by scanning his
KarmaQ point card.

6. He notices that the line is very long and wonders if he has
time to stand in line as he has dinner with his friend in the
evening.
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3. He volunteers and works at the
animal shelter for a few hours.

7. He notices that the cable car is
part of the KarmaQ system and has
a priority line for KarmaQ users. It
is also a lot shorter.

4. He checks out by scanning his
KarmaQ point card again and is
awarded a number of Karma Points
based on how long he worked.

8. He scans his KarmaQ point card to
spend the Karma Points required to
get into the priority line.

5. The next day he heads wants to
take the cable car for a scenic ride.

9. He is satisfied as he was able to get on the
cable car without lining up for a long time.

BEHAVIORAL PROTOTYPE
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venue
In the behavioral testing of karmaQ system,
we set up two lines, one for regular lines, and
another one for karmaQ members. In the end
of both lines, there is a counter and staff to sell
tickets. One on-wall machine is built in front
of the karmaQ line which users can swipe their
individual octopus card to deduct their karmaQ
points to go through the fastpass service. The
machine also provides detail information about
the rules of karmaQ and related charities services.

process
In the beginning, we invited a group of people to wait in a regular line.
All were asked to imagine that they have queued here for around one
hour. Then the staff will started to sell tickets in the counter after they
have queued around five minutes. The people staying in regular line
started to get their tickets one by one. On the other hand, two people
with karmaQ points came and found out there were a karmaQ service
here. They swiped their cards and got the tickets faster than most of
the people. In the end, all people got their tickets and finished queue.
Lastly, we conducted a group interview to share the feeling during
the performance.
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from the view of regular queue
people: during Queue
- People started to distract their attention of queuing by
chatting with others or checking their smart phones.
- Some of them noticed that there is another different line,
but they did not know what it was.
- People felt released while the counter opened to sell tickets.
- Some of them who queued in front part of the line got a
ticket earlier and happily.
- Some people who still waited in the line felt mad that
others have gotten their tickets first without waiting in line.

after knowing KarmaQ system
- The idea of paying more money is fine in order to get
ahead of the line.
- People all agree that some one who has community service
hours can take the priority line.
- Maybe they might want to think of doing volunteer for
earning karmaQ points.
- People need more detail information about how karmaQ
runs, including community services and fast pass providers.
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from the view of KarmaQ members
- Saw people lining, and worried about spending much time
on waiting in the line.
- Once they noticed the KarmaQ system, they chose to go to
the priority line.
- Checking how many points will be needed with the
smartcard.
- Swiped and passed, they enjoyed the fluent process of
KarmaQ line.
- Feeling satisfied after got ticket.
- Considering doing more community service to earn more
karmaQ points.
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